Abstract. Suppose that / is a nonentire transcendental meromorphic function, real on the real axis, such that / and /' have only real zeros and poles, and /' omits a nonzero value. Confirming a conjecture of Hellerstein, Shen and Williamson, it is shown that then/is essentially/(z) = tanz -Bz -C for suitable values of B and C.
The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem. Theorem 1. Suppose that f is a nonentire, transcendental meromorphic function, real on the real axis with only real poles, and that the zeros offandf are real. Iff omits a nonzero value, then the omitted value is real and Then with ß = (JB -1 f |C0|)/ß, we have ß < ^tt and tan2 ß < B -1. Further, the zeros off" are real. (2) . Theorem 1 confirms their conjecture that if the value omitted by/' is nonzero instead, then/is given by (1) . We note that they only had (1) with B = 1, C = 0. Here we do not need the assumption that the zeros of/" are real.
To prove Theorem 1, we first note that if/' omits a, a + 0, then the equations / = 0, / = oo and /' = a have only real solutions. Hence by a theorem of Edrei [2] the order of/does not exceed one. We can write
where g is a transcendental entire function of order at most one with only real zeros and with at least one zero. Each zero of g has order two at least. We show that a is real. If not, then /' = h/k, where h and k are real entire functions of order one at most, with no common zeros and only real zeros. By (3), h -ak = k/g is entire, not real, nonvanishing and of order one at most. Thus (h -ak)(z) = AeBz and (W -ak')(z) = ABeBz, A # 0, where not both A and B are real. Since g has only multiple zeros, so does k, and so we can find a real X such that k(X) = k'(X) = 0. Since h is real, so are AeBX and ABeBX. This means both B and A are real, which is a contradiction. And so a and hence g are real.
Next we show that all the zeros of g have order two. If not, let XQ be a (real) zero of g of order k ^ 3. Since /' has only real zeros and its order does not exceed one, the function The residue of/', i.e. the residue of l/h2, must vanish at every zero X0 of h. This implies that h"(X0) = 0. Hence h"/h = k, say, is entire, since the zeros of h are simple. The lemma of the logarithmic derivative and the fact that h has finite order imply that k is a polynomial. Since the order of h is at most one, well-known results [7, pp. 68-70] (also cf. [1, Theorem 1]) imply that k is a constant. Since h is transcendental, real and in U0 with at least one zero, it follows that h(z) = Ax cos(^42z + A3) for some real Ay,A2, A3 with/I, # 0 ¥= A2. Now integration of (3) By Rolled theorem, G' has at least one zero in each of the /". But since B > 0, Gei/2 (for the defrmtion see e.g. [3] ) and so by Lemma 8 in [3] , G' has exactly two additional zeros in all of ÈrThis, together with (i), (ii) and (6) , shows that / has only real zeros if and only if C is admissible. The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete.
We would like to thank Hellerstein and Williamson for bringing Lemma 8 in [3] to our attention. This considerably shortened our original proof.
